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Troupe

Wild man fire man, drinking screams
Feasting on the fleshy folds of 
excitement 
A dream of red and black 
Bright eyes and dark thoughts 
Voice of the Master booms

Call the beast, tame the beast
The beast with no teeth
Can only be tamed
By whips and fire
A scared man wants to live another day
but the voice of the Master booms

Hanging suspended 
The rope will be her downfall
looking into deaths cold eye with a smile
She swings for them
She’ll die for them
but the voice of the Master booms

They died before us

The died in flames
Bodies pushed together 
trying to fit into a small box
its all for the laughs of the children
Here we go again
because of the voice of the master booms

Whipped bleeding 
The giant beast bows before the crowd
He didn’t want to hurt it
He had to hurt it
Fear in its eyes when he raised his prod
The beast does a trick
because the voice of the master booms

We came here to be free
Drowning in depression
Running from our fears
We came here to be free
Are we free?
Our bodies groan at the thought of the next 
show
but we do not stop
We cannot stop
We are chained here now
The Voice of the Master booms

~By Lismarie Vega
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Who Weren’t So Bold

It is said that fortune often favors the brave
 but the road to fortune--- with lives its paved 
  And the victors write history though lies may be told
     Who will write for those who weren’t so bold?

A nation of ebony ripped from their land
  They are dragged to their fate and death was at hand
Who  protected those who weren’t so bold?     
   that died in slave ships chained in holds 

Of lives that ended before they started 
  bodies cast in turquoise, broken, discarded
Unnamed, unsung tears stretch across the sea
     their eyes haunt my dreams----for they could have been me

Murdering Conquistadors lusting for gold  
     who fought for those that weren’t so bold?
 Of disease filled blankets given with smiles
       Perhaps to a mother, a father, a child

Myriad massacres, rape, and pillaging
     under the vigilant eye of Pope, Queen and King
 But bards will shout praises of explorer’s pride
     and whisper of cultural genocide
   
Forsaken or forgotten by the divine
      Or is this simply the true face of mankind
To hoard wealth and power regardless of means
     And turn a blind eye to carnage obscene

Though I may never know the multitude of names
     the hammering of humanity fills me with shame 
And tears of compassion for evils untold
     I weep for those who weren’t so bold

~James Jackson 6



A Half Baked Compliment

What I like most about you
is the way you measure your words as someone measures sugar 

for confections;
marked by a constant awareness

of too little, just enough, and too much.
I like to think that if I perchance had tasted from your mouth, the latter,

I would still have an appetite 
enough to lick the spoon.

~By Rachel Narozniak

Must Connect
Like. Click.

Tweet; favorite, retweet.
Selfies everywhere.

hashtag
Look at all my followers.

I’m so popular!
I need to know what you think;

I need you to feed my ego.
I’m addicted

To the favorites
And the likes.

Double tap my picture,
Make me feel pretty.

I rely on your reassurance,
I need to be connected.

5%...no charger
OMG SOS

My phone dies
And with it, so do I…

At least for now…
What do I do?

My ego is hungry
But it cannot be satisfied…

~By Breanne Springstead 7



Bitter Coffee

Contrary to popular belief, 
Bitter coffee can actually be quite sweet.
It reminds me of all the things I’ve lost,
But also of all the things I’ve gained.
You’ve lost a little piece of your childhood, 
But you’ve also gained a little piece of adulthood.
You’ve lost the fairytale,
But you’ve gained the reality of it all.
It’s the one thing that remains brutally honest and never changes.
It is what it is, in all of its full bitter glory. 
It doesn’t hide behind layers of sugar and milk droplets;
Bitter coffee is the truth.
You scrunch up your face at the taste of that bitterness,
But it still doesn’t change. 
And that in itself, is really quite sweet.

~Stephanie Ng
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~By Aaron Nell Millado
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C

I see incandescent light in front of me
White hot
Slowly, the light fades and I find myself in an empty garden
I am alone
Exhaling cold air, I walk through the dead playground
No one is here
There’s nothing except for dead butterflies scattering all over the place
I don’t feel sorry
I stare at my watch, wondering why the time has stopped
I haven’t aged in years
I see a tree with green leaves at the end of the path
A person is standing there
I walk towards him because I want a good look of him
He looks at me and smiles
Such a handsome fellow and I want to give him a kiss
But he won’t let me
I ask why and he tells me it’s because he’s dead
He says he is me and I think that’s why I can’t grow up

~By Henry Yeh
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Teeth Soup

Take a snow sponge browned with soil;
Melt it in the street with rock salt.
Stir in urine and engine oil,
Add cigarette butts and candy rappers;
Eye brine makes a brackish sauce,
Broth of trash  /  slushy sleet.
Filthy run-off water strained through rusting sewer grates;
But nothing is filtered – gre.
Stained grease black and erosion maroon,
Knocked out teeth like a red cartoon;
Blood pearls chatter on the pavement;
Hard cement, batter for entertainment;
First bite.
Savor the sanguine flavor,
Gravel sediment ground and peppered into mouth;
Ground salt melted snow – now rub it into the meat;
Beat it.  Beat it.   Beat.  
Chefs linger while the patrons weep;
Chefs attach on like parasites;  
Then leave. 
Weep.  Weep.  Weep.  

~By Shay Malta
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~By Sara Hazaveh
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Cubism Flowers

Citric Sunsets
Kaleidoscope Tears

Rock me to sleep, baby, sing me a lullaby
A half forgotten voice
Whisper to me now

Mockingbirds and Rocking Robins
Baskin’ in the ocean sand

Cubism flowers
Prepubescent stars

Crossed rivers and climbed anthills
I can see you from down here
Yarnful of hair, hairful of yarn

I lost your scent; leave crumbs for me
Write my name in the fog, will you?

~By Aaron Nell Millado
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Awakening Condensed

 A seagull shrieked as dawn broke dazzling over the eastern horizon sweeping 
the night from the sea.  Light streamed through clouds, bounced off waves and 
blended with the mist below. Men scrambled on the deck of “Neptune’s Eclipse”
 “This is as far as we dare go, Sir.” 
 “Its fine, Captain. I would ask no more of you but to wait--”
 “-For three days.  I know the drill…   Sir.”
The Knight smiled without humor. “How many times have you made this voyage, 
Captain?” The Captain turned away and sighed deeply as he stared at the spectacle 
before him. The calm sea unfurled in all directions like a blue liquid canvass. Off the 
ship’s bow a towering wall of churning fog rose from the sea to the sky, and encircled 
the island.  The Captain was a huge barrel shaped man with thick forearms, gnarled 
hands and a grizzled, plain, weather-beaten face.  His eyes by contrast- set below 
thick black brows were cobalt blue and piercing. He exhaled sharply.
  “Four times I have brought Knights to this cursed island, and…”
 “And none have returned.  Right?”
  The Captain tore his gaze from the sea fixing it on the Knight. “That’s right.  
 Not one.” 
 The Knight returned his stare unfazed. “There’s been far more than four.” 
          “How many?”
 “Twenty.”
 “Twenty?”  The Captains eyes widened as his brows rose like two caterpillars 
arching.
       “And you still come? Why?”
       “Glory for most.   But I have a selfish reason.  The last knight you brought here 
was my brother.”

 The crew lowered a boat as the Knight went down the rope ladder, got in 
and paddled into the swirling mist.  He rowed in a cocoon of vague shapes passing 
through the mist and into a canal as the boat’s underside slapped against the swells. 
Ahead lay a horseshoe shaped bay surrounded by lofty cliffs with waterfalls gushing 
hundreds of feet down to the sea.  A thick ancient forest stood yards from the shore.
 On the edge of the forest he secured the boat and strapped on his armor.  He 
moved through the trees as soundless as a shadow falling, emerging at the top of a 
valley.   The rising sun painted the scene below in streaks of red, blue, and yellow-
gold.  He gazed around sensing something was amiss. 
The answer was all around him, deafening silence.
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Not an animal stirred.  No birds flew.  And no insects crawled.  As he reached the end 
of the forest he readjusted the scabbard on his back and laid his hand on the Talon. 
He drew in a deep calming breath.  

The tower shimmered in the distance reflecting the sun and turning it into a finger 
of fire, dominating the skyline. He stared forward--but saw the past, and heard the 
deep, bass voice of King Ebon.

 “The Talon is yours; it can’t be won by birthright or given as a gift. You have earned it 
by sacrifice and commitment.”
  He bowed deeply.  “I am honored your highness.”
  The King nodded and continued.  “Your brother Bantu was a fine warrior- but I hope 
you have better fortune.”

 The sword was made with metal taken from a meteor, heated in a forge, 
and then hammered, and folded upon itself until it became virtually unbreakable. 
The Court Sorcerer then combined magic with metallurgy and created a fearsome 
weapon.  
    The Talon was infused with the attributes of the twenty knights who had 
carried it, thereby giving their skills and strength to the next Knight. Each successive 
warrior had all the names of the previous bearers tattooed onto their bodies. A 
magical connection to the sword.  The weapon was enchanted to return back to the 
court sorcerer upon the death of its wielder. 
It had returned twenty times to date.
 Many young men were chosen to be raised in the Order of the Dragon.  But 
only one would ascend to carry the blade.  It was a hard life of constant combat 
training and no female companionship. The warrior must remain pure-- a virgin. The 
last stage of the training was the binding. The sorcerer inscribed all the glyphs from 
the blade down his legs. Across his chest. On both arms. And over part of his face. 
With each symbol etched he grew stronger. He could feel power coursing through his 
veins making his skin feel too tight on his body. 

It was intoxicating. It made him feel invincible
     
  He reached his destination hours later wending his way through a landscape 
that had been trampled and blasted. It had begun to rain, the drops falling in a faint 
rhythm bruising the dry battered soil.

-
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  He slashed his way through the brambles, and rocks that surrounded the tower. 
The sword a living flame destroying any substance. As he breached the wall a stench 
assaulted his nostrils.  When he was upon the tower he noticed the source of the 
smell. It was a moat overflowing with bones, and rusted armor- remnants of men 
who came before- thrown away like garbage.  On closer inspection he could see teeth 
marks. And then something growled shattering the silence.
The Dragon was near.
 
 He banished fear from his mind as he studied the layout of the area.  He noticed 
two huge spiked gates that led into the inner courtyard. The gates lay in a straight 
line from each other. He recalled what he had been taught about the creatures. They 
had poor eyesight during the daylight hours. 

And a plan formed in his mind.

 “Come on out you old fucking worm,” a knight shouted.
 “You have devoured honorable men,” another cried. “Now you will pay for 
your wickedness.”  The crowd of knights hurled curses, and mocked the dragon from 
the courtyard.
 “Do not presume to know me,” a voice rumbled like boulders crashing. “I will 
give you the same choice I gave the others. Leave this place now, and your lives will 
be spared. Stay and I will roast you in your armor.”
 “Take your tail and go fuck yourself,” someone shouted.
           
 The roar of the Dragon promised suffering so great-- death would be a pleasure. 
It catapulted from the passageway closing the distance with amazing speed, spraying 
fire into the midst of the crowd. Its skin was bark-like and mottled with gray.  He 
could hear the thunder of its feet as claws sparked against stone. Many of the knights 
turned and ran out of the North gate.
         What the dragon didn’t know was that only one knight existed.  The others were 
illusions drawn from the magic of the sword.   For a split second the ruby red eyes of 
the dragon smoldered inches from his own.  Its giant jaws unhinged dripping venom 
as rotten breath whooshed in his face.   He drew two long daggers from his side, 
screaming, hurling them with the strength of twenty men.
Each dagger buried itself to the hilt in the dragon’s eyes.  The beast shrieked in pain 
whipping its head back and forth.
 “How do you like my claws worm?” he taunted. 
 The creature went berserk and whirled at the sound of his voice charging in 
his direction. He dove through the gate cutting the chain that held it up.  The dragon 
pursued.  He was rewarded by the howl of the beast as the gate crashed down on its 
back, pinning it like an insect. The beast thrashed about, but could not free itself.  He 
circled behind it. 16



 He shouted through gritted teeth. “Your days are ended, worm…  This is for 
my brother.” The sword flared brightly as he plunged it into the dragon’s skull, pierc-
ing its brain. Thrusting again and again overcome with blood lust until it lay still.  
The knight walked out of the courtyard the shadows elongating behind him as twi-
light fell.  He ascended the lone tower. When he reached the top of the stairs he was 
confronted by a pair of oak doors bound in iron. The glyphs flared once again, and he 
to cut his way through. 
 As he entered the cavernous chamber he noticed the walls were covered in ar-
cane symbols written in a language he could not decipher.  An unnatural light illumi-
nated the windowless room, but he could not find its source. And in the center, on a 
huge bed covered in white, she lay.
 She was coldly beautiful with skin the color of alabaster, and hair as black as 
the space between the stars.  Her features were small and finely chiseled.  Set in a face 
with high cheek bones and full sensuous lips. It appeared as though she was created 
from a winter fantasy, and nothing about her was warm or earthly.
  The legend told that she had been enchanted to sleep until a virgin warrior 
could defeat the challenges and awaken her.  He unbuckled his sword and laid it on 
the floor at her feet.  An act of fealty.  He was stunned by her beauty. 
 He kissed lips that were as warm as stone in winter.  Suddenly a jolt of ener-
gy surged through his body as the chaste kiss became something much more. He 
felt himself becoming aroused as desire flooded his senses so completely it took his 
breath away.  Sweat bathed his face, trickling down his back.  His tattoos flared and 
the Talon pulsed at a fever pitch. Her eyes opened. 
They were solid red. 
She moved closer, silk gown rustling against his skin, breath caressing his ear. Her 
hands reached up pressing against his scars, against his heart, and encircled his neck 
in an iron embrace.  She flung him on the bed reversing their positions. 
Her strength was terrifying. 
 With one palm in the center of his chest, holding him down, she grasped his armor 
tearing it from his body as though it were paper. She took his manhood in her hands 
and mounted him. 
It was like plunging his member into ice water. 
 He should have been repulsed, but whatever power she exuded dwarfed his revul-
sion.  
 He could not resist. 
 He erupted inside her, and instantly her eyes flared brighter, while her mouth 
opened wide revealing wet fangs. 
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  “Oh no, my Prince, you are not through yet,” she said in a lusty voice deep 
with need.
 She reared back snake-like and struck, biting into his throat making hideous 
sucking sounds.  Instantly the desire he felt earlier was raised to a level beyond his 
comprehension. He exploded inside her once again. She stayed clamped onto his 
neck-- a giant leech sucking his blood while forcing him to ejaculate over and over.

He could feel his life force being drained away.

 After what seemed like an eternity she released him, and slithered off the bed.  
He lay spent barely having the strength to draw in a breath. He suffered fear in a way 
he never imagined.  She stood over him tall and terrible.
 “You have served me well…so I will tell you my story.” She bent closer her face 
filling his vision.  “I have been spellbound for over a thousand years. The spell could 
not kill me, but it drained my life force and only virgin blood could revive me.”   She 
reared back her movement as fluid as a snake.
 “The arrogant fools did not realize I had followers who spread the fable of 
the Sleeping Beauty, so that eventually one would come. A misguided warrior 
who would defeat the dragon who protected the world from me.” Her words were 
daggers shredding his soul.  
She laughed high pitched and shrill.  “Now I give you a gift in return.” She caressed 
his brow with a cold hand.  And continued to horrify him with her words.  “You are 
weak now, but you will never age. You will know ravenous hunger that will never be 
satisfied. And those you loved will shun you. My dear, you will never... again... know 
contentment.” 
 She glided to the end of the room gathering magic around herself and then 
leaped into the wall exploding through the tower, and out among the stars.  In that 
moment he had a glimpse of her true face and it drove him to the brink of madness. 
He heard someone screaming, and realized it was coming from his own mouth until 
he passed out. 
  He did not know how long he lay there inebriated by the nightmare of reality.  
He attempted to stand, and fell undignified to the floor.  He found himself staring at 
the Talon which still remained at the foot of the bed beckoning to him.  The knight 
crawled toward his salvation -- reached out to grasp his beloved sword and it 
vanished before his eyes.  Horrified, he realized what it signified-- that the Talon of 
the Dragon considered him dead. 
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 He walked down the tower steps, naked and trembling like something just 
born. The magnitude of his failure weighed upon him.  He had let loose upon the 
world an ancient demon. And had lost everything that defined him. He was adrift--
cutoff from the magic, reduced to scavenging in the bone filled moat, plundering the 
dead for clothing.  He saw a familiar shield covered in rust, bearing the symbol of his 
family.
 
He had found his brother finally.  He turned his face to the heavens. 
And screamed.

 The air was cold but he was only aware of a gnawing worm of hunger growing 
in his gut. He climbed through the layered shadows, wrapped in silence, and ducked 
under vines, brushed past undergrowth, and turned westward to begin his new 
journey. The sky overhead was coal black, set with stars gleaming hard as chips of 
ice.
 
 He knew that he-- Prince Vlad Tepes of the Order of the Dragon, in his native tongue 
called Dracul-a-- would now be going home.

~By James Jackson 
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Bodine Shive

Bodine Shive, Bonnie and Clyde
Carving soap ducks and whittling time
Twiddling his thumbs in his cell
The cells like a honeycomb, buzzing alive

Bodine Shive, the criminal kind
They whispered behind his back; but he didn’t mind

His shoulders weren’t boulders but blades
His temperament cool and he easily forgave
His hygiene – impeccable, for he was fond of a shave
In fact, he shaved three times a day

Bodine Shive, Bonnie and Clyde
Wasting the day away in his cage, why
Is Shoeless Joe now leather, where
Is Hairless Dave’s hide? 

Bodine Shive, the criminal kind
Face gleaming clean and smelling of pine
 His smile aglow – he says “Hello!” as he passes by
Cheeks smooth as cream, soft as a dream, indeed
His kisser has nary a whisker to be seen
Why do all of his cellmates bleed? 

Bodine Shive, Bonnie and Clyde
Has died, at last! 
His body becoming grass
The news traveled fast
As the prison settled into its repast
Everyone dug in heartily – and so did the glass
They gurgled, and choked, and gasped

In the graveyard, on a tombstone was inscribed
“Bodine Shive, Bonnie and Clyde”
“We harbored a barber”
“The criminal kind”

~By Shay Malta 21



An Ode to Beards

At first you only seemed to appear  
bushy, pure white, and aged. 
You were whiskers reserved for 
Santa and my grandpa.  

Dumbledore
Billy Mays
John Lennon
Van Gogh
Obi-Wan
Jesus 
Only real men like 
Abe Lincoln 
could have you. 

I was only fourteen when I thought
I had met you once again. Teen boys leaving the little hairs, 
the lone trees of a future forest,
these patchy bristles are  
a grotesque excuse,
an insult to your name. 
Blaspheme.
It’s like these amateurs suddenly became ascetic Jews. 
It resembled you, but it was only a matter of time.  

Years pass and the peach patches became orchards; 
Boys learned to shape and groom you. 
At only 5 o’clock your dark bristles start peaking through,
Rough and rugged.
You are no longer reserved for a fiction or the elderly.   

Scruff, touchable, and mature, 
a man’s natural wing man. 
All too soon you will be stealing 
from the tops of their scalps. 

~Maura Johnston 
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Monsoon Tune

Surf, sun, Hawaii.
Steel drums and ska beats
Sing of Marley
Ever sweet.

Sublime Cali
Or blazing Maui.
Hippy culture
Soaked within you.
Ripped jeans
And bonfires.
Sexy bodies in the sun.

Love, fun, reggae.
Dreads on your head,
Sand on your feet. Take me to bed
And we can make a beat.
 Strum on guitar
Or pluck the uke.
We’ll write the lyrics
Of the monsoon tune.
 Shallow tide
Never hide.
Moonlight water,
Waves beat harder.
In the dark,
Winds part.
Twilight soul
And Hawaiian heart.
Please hum your tune for me.

Raindrops settle
On Maui rocks,
But don’t disrupt
The monsoon tune
That we hear,
Outside this room.

“Banana Pancakes”
In my head.

Aloha!
Juice dripping loose,

From the coconut, White and hairy.
Sweet perfume
Of Caillat lily.

Monstrous monsoon tune
Of plucked ukulele

And bouncing piano keys.
Light raindrops

And easy breeze.
Write the truest melody;
What will the lyrics be?

Write and hum the tune
Of this Hawaiian monsoon.

~By Nikko Espina
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~By Sara Hazaveh
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Indigo Providence: Seamus’ Praeludium

 I find it very difficult… almost impossible to condense the sequence of events 
that transpired into something comprehensible, but I will do my very best. I was 
among the generation of children that were ‘abducted’ with the intention of being 
saved from the apocalypse. This isn’t a story of heroes, saviors, biblical redemption or 
the second coming of the messiah or anything even close to that nature. This is a story 
of assembly under the pretenses that the world was on the brink of destruction at the 
cold hand of man. This man had a death grip on our galaxy’s baby, and she wanted to 
reclaim her child. 
 She started with some heat, just to get things cooking. This all started with a 
gradual rise of temperatures. And you know humans well enough to realize, they 
took this as a blessing granted from “god”. God wasn’t here for this. Then came the 
solar flares that wiped out massive cities’ electricity indefinitely. Can you imagine 
the hysteria caused in New York City without their precious electronics? Our leader 
found sick amusement in witnessing the chickens dancing with their severed heads 
at their feet.  Civilization developed to depend on these electronics neglecting the 
ancient wisdom and forces trapped within their souls. But it doesn’t end here.
 After she had the heat on high, she decided that the creation of hell on earth 
was too spot on biblically, so she decided that the ice was due. Our leader said it 
was like witnessing an incompetent butcher lock themselves in a freezer. Ungodly 
temperatures, in an electric void Nation mind you, were widespread. From California 
to New Jersey, the temperature did not exceed zero degrees fahrenheit. The 
population was dwindling at such a rate that organized groups of authority (i.e the 
government) decided to abandon their respective entities. 
 Mind you, this is from the perspective of a survivor telling the tale of a world 
power’s fall from grace. But it was by no means a graceful fall. Now, the world’s 
population was in the mere millions. It was time to act. Our forefather had been 
garnering support from an early age without revealing his outlined, elaborate plan 
for taking back mother earth and returning her to her mother. Strangely, it was almost 
as though he had prior knowledge of my next revelation… The great storm of 2030. I 
say this entirely stipulatory because tales of angels visiting our great forefather in his 
sleep circulate like a rumor in a high school (or at least that’s what i think they were 
called).
 This massive storm could not be referred to as a hurricane, no, it would not do 
it justice.  It spanned every square inch of the earth from continent to continent and 
lasted for 6 years. The entire population was thought to be wiped out by those rich 
enough to have left earth. She yearned for this excursion, as she was growing sick with 
cancer from a polluted water source, toxic air, and poisoned soil.  The departed had 
no intentions of returning though, as it was perceived uninhabitable. 
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 Our secret society knew otherwise, when we decided it was safe to return to 
ground level. Little did the escapees know that we were lying dormant underneath 
the gentle, yet thick protective layered embrace of our beloved mother earth. She 
rewarded us too. The inter- communicative systems of earth rejoiced at the revelation 
of earth’s return to her birth mother. The wind carried the seeds of near extinct 
species of plant life gracefully on the waves of wind like a boat down a river. Within 
weeks, amidst the gentle mist of rain, the flow of life returned to homeostasis.
 As the plants flowered and buds poked out to greet the potent rays of sun, our 
leader realized that the Great Plan had worked as intended. That is… step one of 
course. There was much work to be done. For ‘God’s’ sake, society had been reduced 
to nothing and the earth’s simulation was restarted. Her purge left only the mentally 
strongest, most kind and loving creatures. We abandoned any labels to detach from 
any perceived separation. We were one. 
 His vision of singularity extended from the core of the earth to the soil above, to 
the atmosphere, to the ever extending corners of the universe. He saw that everything 
consisted of the same carbon material, atoms and all. Strangely, perverse occurrences 
became very prominent as the laws of science had been uprooted and trampled all 
over… by elephants. The metaphysical world had come to life. With the absence or 
death of the majority of the holders of prominent beliefs… things started getting a 
little weird, to say the least. 
 It is believed that all humans possessed what is called an accepted collective 
consciousness, in which all we knew, perceived, and accepted as reality was 
widespread. With new doctrines, beliefs, and environment present, humans evolved 
at rates never known possible. The mind was simply capable of anything. Depending 
on your control of your mental power, capacity, and facilitation from guru’s, literally 
any desired mental trait (if it benefited the universe) could come into fruition.  I, I, 
had little say in this matter because it was foretold by The Creators that I would carry 
the memories of the universe.
 This information could not be read or passed down, it had to be absorbed. Before i 
could receive one ounce of knowledge, I had to be put through trials and tribulations 
said to be the most difficult and taxing a human can experience within our new 
biological parameters. We did not know our new life expectancy, but I was believed 
to die much earlier than the others. Once I did, the absorbed knowledge would 
be released back into the universe, but it’s impression would live on in the new 
collective consciousness of humankind. 
 The meditative processes I learned granted me the ability to travel through the 
astral planes to visit every inch of the primitive universe. I learned to control myself 
to every extent imaginable… including others. I could infiltrate others’ minds to plant 
ideas and return to water them and watch them grow to expansive vegetations of 
power. Mind you that this gift could easily be used for malicious intent. But I was 
forbidden to infiltrate another’s mind unless they were at risk of comprising the plan, 
and all my doings went through positive filtrations.
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 These were all the positive implications of my inherited knowledge. One 
must know how incredibly old the universe is compared to how relatively young 
the earth is. I experienced the oppression and genocide of many cultures and races. 
I experienced what it’s like to be severed at the waist with my entrails seeping like 
serpents onto the floor during ancient battles of attrition. I saw through the eyes 
of every humanoid to ever crawl,walk, or run the face of the earth and my energy, 
though vast and immense at first, was depleting.  I began my training at age 12, and 
by 15 I looked as though i were a worn and tired old man.
 But I was. My insides had aged at the rate of a single cell dividing and 
multiplying. I ached physically, but mentally too. I could only go on so much longer. 
I could feel my consciousness slipping out of the grooves of my cohesive exoskeleton 
medium of life.  The community gathered around my deathbed sorrowfully, but 
also with a divine acceptance that everything would be ok. I relay this story from the 
grave. 
 As a gift from the heavens, my consciousness was granted eternal privilege. I 
was appointed the peaceful guardian of the universe to spread the ancient wisdom 
and knowledge through my remaining ancestors. I see it through that their new 
civilization, known as Indigo Providence, flourishes. The civilization that seeks 
success through peace and love. I finally have achieved Nirvana, floating through 
time and space The view is unbelievable up here, too. 

~By Dylan Gano
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Cuttlefish
Let us not forget our dear friends the cuttlefish

Who hook up in the halls far more than we wish
You disgusting squids with your PDA

Please go cuddle far, far away

~By Shay Malta

Snow Mattress 

Melted snow creations, no snow shoe elations

Diamond shaped indentations, patterning the ground like a mattress;

The surface inches form a hard crystal lattice.

Ambulate down the hill with no emergency,

No urgency, I’ve mastered its game, this box frame;

Thanks to my body weight, no sinking, no thinking;

Light as a feather, a floating phantom of unreality

Like Jesus I walk on water, albeit on a technicality;

My sneakers sink in,

Enter physicality.

~By Shay Malta
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Car Crash

Awake to a nightmare in my front view window

Nothing makes sense until we spin

Don’t flip. Please don’t flip.

Awake to rumble far worse than a road guard

See a frenzied friend uncertain, scared, focused

Nothing could be different and if death is greeting 

Us then here’s the time to decide where to go

Awake from a pleasant drive, no problems all

Smooth. I’m drifting. OK, not funny. I’m drifting!

Ah! Ow! I contort myself, redirect to avoid horrible fates

Where did he go? I spin around and slide

Until I smash my head against the median

Followed by my side followed by my legs.

All dead.

I saved them and I’ll never see him again.

~By Eric Weber
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*Note: Instead of Lisa Ankrah’s scheduled serial The Phantom Thief of Wonderland there 
will be a short story. The rest of The Phantom Thief of Wonderland will appear in a later 
issue of the magazine. 

Broken
 My heart slams into my stomach when I find pieces of sewing machine on the 
living room floor.
 “What happened?” I scream, throwing my backpack to the side and scrambling 
to collect the parts. I have had this sewing machine for years. It has seen me through 
my dad’s death, my intro to sewing classes, the start of my cosplay business, my 
friendship with Mr. Beckett.
 And now it’s gone.
 “I’m so sorry, honey!” Mom cries, “The cat hopped onto the table and knocked 
it down.” She turns to the fat, demonic tabby she calls Kale. “Shoo! You’ve caused 
enough trouble!”
 The cat just walks away, like it didn’t just destroy my favorite thing in the 
whole world.
 “I told you that thing was evil!” I snap. I try to put the needle clamp back 
together, but it just falls apart in my hands. Just like everything else, I think.
 Mom kneels next to me with a small broom and dust pan. “I’m sorry, Max, but I 
don’t think that this can be fixed. We’re going to have to throw it out.”
 “‘Throw it out’? Mom, we can’t just throw this out! This was Dad’s sewing 
machine, the one that’s been in the family for years.”
 “I know, honey, I know,” she soothes, but I can barely hear her.
 “And-and the orders—the anime convention’s in two months. If I don’t have 
the costumes for Pandora’s Box, When They Weep, and Case Reopened by then—”
 “I promise I’ll get you a new one in two weeks—”
 “And what about Mr. Beckett? He needs the machine to show me sewing 
tricks—”
 “Max!” Mom shouts, “I promise to get you a new sewing machine, but you 
need to calm down. Do you think your father would’ve liked to see you like this?”
 I glance at the picture on top of the family piano, the one of me, Mom, and 
Dad at the carnival when I was five—the last family trip before he died. According 
to Mom, the car had broken down that day, and the tow driver had refused to drive 
us from the shop to the carnival until Dad had calmly yet forcefully chewed the man 
out. I can feel a small smile coming on at the thought.
 “No,” I say, “He wouldn’t have.”
 Mom smiles. “That’s right, Max. Now go wash up. I’m going to start making 
dinner soon.”
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I nod and begin heading upstairs, trying to put the tantrum I’ve just thrown behind 
me. But something at the back of my head nags me: Kale’s evil, but not stupid. He 
knows that the living room table is off limits.

~~~~~~~~~~~
 The next day, I head to the Pleasant Springs retirement home downtown. I’ve 
been going there ever since my school forced my class to visit three times a week last 
year as part of some ‘community building’ effort. I had been assigned to Mr. Beckett, 
who’d been a real jerk at first, but softened up once he discovered my cosplay 
sketches and revealed that he used to be a tailor.
 As I head into the building, my heart begins pounding against my chest. How’s 
he gonna feel about the sewing machine? I wonder. I just hope he isn’t too pissed about it. 
The guy’s like a second granddad, and I’d hate it if he just cut me off.
 Once I reach the lounge, I spot him reading the newspaper in the corner. I can’t 
do this, I decide. But before I can turn around, Mr. Beckett looks up from his paper.
 “Hey, Max!” He looks me over, then raises an eyebrow. “Where’s your sewing 
machine?”
 I gulp, eyes darting away from his face. “Yeah, about that…
mycatknockeditdown.”
 “What? I can’t understand what you’re saying. Come, sit down.”
 Reluctantly, I plop myself into the loveseat in front of him. Sighing, I explain, 
“I left my sewing machine on the living room table when I went to hang out with my 
friends, and when I came back, the cat had knocked it down and broken it. I’m really 
sorry, sir.”
 I wait patiently for Mr. Beckett to respond, starting to shiver as the seconds turn 
into minutes. I want to look at his face, to see his expression, but I can’t get myself to 
look up from my beat-up sneakers.
 Finally, he says, “Wait right there, kid,” and heads out of the lounge. Confused, 
I look at the door he went through. A few minutes later, he comes back with a 
dusty old sewing machine and sets it on the table between us. “This used to be my 
sewing machine back in the ‘60s. It’s seen better days, but it might be able to pull you 
through.”
 I just stare at him, not sure what to feel. On the one hand, I’m glad that he isn’t 
angry with me, but…this…”I…I can’t take this, sir. You have so many memories with 
it. It wouldn’t be fair for me to just take something so important to you…”
 “Look, I wouldn’t give this to you if I didn’t believe that you actually deserved 
it. You have a gift, Max, one that many take for granted, and I don’t want anything to 
stop you from cultivating it. So just take it, all right?”
 I look into his eyes and see a mix of reluctance, nostalgia, and…pride? Slowly, I 
reach out and grip the handle of the machine. “Okay, I’ll…I’ll take it. Thank you.”
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 An hour later, I head out of Pleasant Springs and head over to the bus stop. I 
spot a lime green Volkswagen Beetle parked next to one of the shops across the street. 
I frown. No…she can’t be here, I think, she’s got—
 Mom comes out of the store, its bell chiming with her departure, and opens 
the car door. What? Why isn’t she at work right now? She told me last week that she 
wouldn’t be able to drive me to Pleasant Springs anymore because she had to take 
extra shifts. All that arguing to convince her to let me take the bus, and now I find her 
shopping?
 There has to be some explanation for this. There’s no way in hell that Mom 
would lie to me.
 I see her head start to turn my way, so I dive into the bushes and wait for her to 
finish getting inside and drive off.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
 “I’ve played your little game long enough!” 
 My head snaps up at the deep, almost raspy voice as I walk home from school. 
Not too far from me, Mr. Beckett and my mom argue on the front porch. 
 What’s Mr. Beckett doing here? He’s not allowed to leave the home!
 “I tried to be civil with you, but then you try to take the boy away from me!” 
the seventy something-year-old retorts.
 “I’m doing this for his safety!” Mom shoots back, “God knows what you’re 
planning for him!”
 “I’m not planning anything—”
 ‘Little game’? ‘Plans’? I march over and get in between them. “Whoa, whoa, 
whoa! What’s going on?”
 Mom flinches at my arrival, but her face is neutral. “It’s nothing, Max—”
 “Nothing, my butt! Your mother doesn’t want you to come visit me anymore!”
 I shake my head. “That’s not it, Mr. Beckett. Sure, Mom can’t drive me to the 
Springs, but I can still take the bus—”
 “No, that’s not what I’m talking about. A few months ago, your mother called 
the home, demanding that I spend less time with you. Did’ya ever wonder why all of 
a sudden my dinner time became an hour earlier? It’s because this one over here said 
that your grades were dropping because you were spending too much time with me 
and that I should cut our visits to an hour!”
 “What?”
 “No, I didn’t!” Mom replies.
 “Yes, you did!” Mr. Beckett insists, “And I went along with it and made up that 
stupid excuse to spare the boy’s feelings. But then yesterday, you called saying that 
I should stop letting Max come over entirely. When I said no, you said that then you 
would make sure that Max couldn’t come over! I wasn’t exactly sure what you meant 
by that, but I sure as hell wasn’t going to wait to find out the hard way.”
 I can’t believe this. My mom would never do something like that.
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 …right?
 I turn over to her. “Mom…is he…is he telling the truth? Did you really try to 
keep me from visiting Mr. Beckett?”
 “No, Max! Of course not!” she answers, but I find that I’m no longer able to take 
her word for it.
 “Mom, tell me the truth: did you try to keep me from visiting Mr. Beckett?”
 “I am telling the truth—”
 “Mom!”
 Mom falters under my glare, tears forming in her eyes. “Okay, fine! I did tell 
Mr. Beckett to stay away from you.”
 “What?” My heart hits my ribs as things start coming together: the broken 
sewing machine, her suddenly getting ‘extra shifts’, the shopping trip…”But why?”
 “I…I just didn’t want to lose you, too!” she exclaims, “Ever since your father 
died, you’ve been the only thing I’ve had left, the only piece of him I’ve had left. I…I 
was perfectly fine with you having friends and going on dates, but then he came 
along!” She jabs her finger at Mr. Beckett, “You’re just like his grandfather, do you 
know that? Max’s grandfather used to monopolize his time, too, use to blame me 
for his father’s death! When that man finally passed away, I was so…relieved. Never 
again would I have to deal with that horrible man, never again would he try to turn 
my baby against me!”
 Unease washes over me. Not only did my own mother lie to me, but she tried 
to control my life, too? My heart starts speeding up again as I look into her eyes—
suddenly, they just look so…dull, like she’s tired or bored, but the trembling tells me 
otherwise.
 “I…I need a minute,” I say, then speed down the street, ignoring hers and Mr. 
Beckett’s calls.
 I…I just can’t believe this. I never once thought that my mom could be that…
unhinged, like those drug addicts you see on TV being pulled away from their kids by 
the cops. She needs help. I need help—I-I can’t live with that. 
But without the slightest clue as to who to turn to—how can I expect Mr. Beckett to 
help me after he’s been harassed by my mother and seen just how messed up a family 
I apparently come from?—I just continue to run.

~By Lisa Ankrah
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remnants of a ripped up letter

“I am sorry.”
The words flush out, thick black slime,

coagulated with regret, a million thoughts
are now splattered. greasy, coating floor tiles.

oh, just smell the festering sadness:
I should never have loved you so hard.

anger so intense, passionate fury
erupting from my eyeballs, steam escaping

every pore, the smoldering of loathing
enveloping the senses, blinding me mad.

I spent months trying to sweat you out,
a task so bitter in taste, you were

the salt stains on winter boots,
the ache of snapping heartstrings:

you were a violin that couldn’t stop coughing.
gently, I watched each of your petals smoke away,

each dust cloud laced with insult.
I could practically read the “fuck you” from your eyelashes,

but it would take an avalanche
to scrape me off:

I am a rigid exclamation,
a mountain glimmering

to the beat of the sunshine
and I am here to stay.

~By Fil Wojcik 
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The Exorcist

I curse the demons that plague your mind with sorrow,

Hoping that they’ll be gone by tomorrow;

Or the next day;

Or the next month;

I wish it was like the movies; you laying on the bed,

Body convulsing, eyes rolling in your head;

I’d chant some bullshit incantation; pound, pound pound,

An ominous drumbeat in the background.

I’d fight a hideous creature with batwings and win;

The credits would roll, the screen would say, “Fin.”;

You’d make an awful joke, I’d roll my eyes, give you five;

The two of us just happy to be alive.

But goddamn it there isn’t anything to fight;

All I see is darkness, your eyes have lost their light;

It kills me to see you trapped and tormented,

When you used to be so energetic and contented;

I wish I could release you from their control;

Relieve you from the demons dancing on your soul;

I wish you could get up, no longer oppressed;

I’d love to bitch slap the nightmare sitting on your chest.

~By Shay Malta
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Serials
This is our serials section, where all of our recurring serials are! Read on 

and be at the edge of your seat...until next issue. 

 The Serpent and the Knight
 Several days had passed since the two women arrived on the beach. On their 
cliff overlooking the ocean they had built a makeshift shelter from bits of wood and 
large palm leaves. Near it was a small pit in the ground, surrounded by rocks, in 
which a pile of dry wood burns, sending up plumes of smoke. Over it was a wooden 
spit with small bits of burnt meat stuck to it. Alexandra sat cross-legged with her back 
resting against a tree, facing the sea. She held a block of wood which she was carving 
with a sharpened stone. 

 Alexandra turned her head slightly as she hears leaves and vines rustling. After 
a moment the tongueless woman emerged from the trees. In her mouth she held a 
small rodent’s corpse firmly with her serpentine teeth, small trickles of blood still 
running from it down her jaw. She crouched in front of Alexandra and opened her 
mouth, letting the animal fall in front of her. Without exchanging a word, the two 
stared at one another. After a minute or so, Alexandra sighed, put aside her half-
carved wood, and skewered the corpse with a sharp stick she kept at her side. She 
stood and moved towards the fire, where the placed the body on the spit.

 “You’ve seen me do this before,” Alexandra said. “There’s no reason to be 
afraid of the fire.” The serpent-woman remained several paces away, eyeing the 
flames warily. 

 Time passes as Alexandra lazily rotates the spit to evenly cook their meal, while 
the other woman sits watching from the shade of the canopy. Suddenly, Alexandra 
stands as she notices a shape drifting along the horizon. In a panic, she grabs one of 
the large palm leaves and begins fanning up the fire’s smoke, sending great gouts of it 
into the sky. Slowly the shape draws closer and with certainty she makes it out to be 
a ship, causing her fire-stoking to become even more frantic. When it becomes clear 
the ship is coming towards their shore, she approaches the edge of the cliff to descend 
it. With some hesitation, she turns back to where the other woman still skulks in the 
shadows with a look of confusion. 

 “I don’t think you’re going to follow me, so this is goodbye, I guess,” she yells, 
as she proceeds to descend the cliff’s face. 37



 

 
 The serpent woman simply watched as a raft from the ship approaches 
the share and Alexandra climbed aboard, returning to the ship, on which she 
disappeared onto the horizon. Hours later, when night had fallen and their fire had 
extinguished itself from lack of maintenance, she climbed down the cliff as well, and 
stepped into the water that rolled along the beach. The waves slowly creeped closer 
and closer with the tide as she stood there watching the stars, until the sea consumed 
her once more.

FIN

~By Lucas Schraier 
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Endletter
 

 Dear fellow readers at The Orange Sherbert Castles with Sugar Plum Fairies. 
Princesses and queens and legs that are hairy. When a day drones on it becomes 
rather dreary so I flood these thoughts out of my head like the Gods before us after 
they got out of bed, if the Gods before us even needed beds, which I believe they 
did because no great person doesn’t deserve a nap every now and then. They are 
quintessential to happiness which Gods must be, and which mothers usually aren’t 
because of the amount of times a baby randomly pees. Peas. The oddest tasting 
veggie. Odder than Oddish riding an ostrich named Rich that turns out to be rather 
poor, but rich in heart. What’s more lovely than a rich heart? Rich chocolate and 
most things that are delicious. But rich hearts are always lovely lets not forget their 
passions, take your cigarettes and ash em like Ketchum the greatest person to have 
ever lived. When he twists his hat I get a tingling quiver up my back because the next 
Pokeball is going to be amazing. 

 “I choose you, Carlton!”

This is when Tom Jones starts singing and Carlton comes out of the Pokeball to use 
his most powerful move, Dance!

 “Yes, Carlton, yesss dance away and put that Scythor to an early grave!”

How sad it must be but Carlton is the best and so it must.

Mustard. Brown, Dijon, Yellow, spicy. Variety is the spice of life, who remembers 
“Gonads and strife!”

The early internet was a strange place. A great movie is Rat Race.

Mouserat.
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ATTENTION
If you submitted work to us AFTER March 24 WE DID NOT RECEIVE 

IT. 
Submit all work to:

imaginatemagazine@gmail.com

The Imaginate
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the-imaginate.tumblr.com

Meetings are 
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